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PAIR OF WHITE PORCELAIN LIDDED URNS MADE INTO TABLE LAMPS ON
GILDED BASES

$3,750
A pair of white porcelain lidded urns made into table lamps with single lights on circular gilded bases. Immerse your home in
the elegant simplicity and timeless beauty of this exquisite pair of white porcelain lidded urns transformed into table lamps.

Their white porcelain exudes a sense of sophistication and refinement, while their single lights provide a soft and inviting glow,
adding a touch of warmth and ambiance to any space. The urns' graceful forms, with their slender necks and gently curving
bodies, add a touch of elegance to the overall design. The white porcelain, devoid of any embellishments except for the petite

handles, allows the pure beauty of the material to shine through, creating a timeless and versatile aesthetic. The circular gilded
bases, upon which the urns rest, provide a touch of glamour and sophistication, complementing the white porcelain and adding
a touch of luxury to the ensemble. The professional wiring, specifically tailored for the USA, ensures the lamps' functionality and

safety, allowing you to enjoy their beauty and illumination without worry. With their versatility and timeless appeal, these
white porcelain lidded urns made into table lamps can seamlessly integrate into various settings in your home. In a living room,

they can serve as captivating display pieces on a console table, adding a touch of elegance and sophistication to the space. In a
bedroom, they can adorn a dressing table or nightstand, providing a soft and inviting glow that enhances the ambiance. Or, in

an entryway, they can welcome guests with their unique presence and warm illumination.

Height: 23 in (58.42 cm)

Diameter: 10.25 in (26.04 cm)

SKU: A 4929
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